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Abstract  
The Internet of Things (IoT) 1 is an ecosystem of connected devices (machines, sensors, intelligent actuators, etc.) with 
data gathering, analysis, and intelligent decision-making and execution capabilities. This article outlines a framework of 
“Connected Capabilities” that give banking and financial services organizations a vast range of new functionalities, 
including the following: 
 

• New business models that take advantage of machine-to-machine communication. 
• New processes for products, channels and asset management, including improved use and maintenance of data 

infrastructure and data system integration using containers for rapid deployment. 
• Reimagined scenarios for customer experience and cost. 
• New business capabilities using robotics, connected cars and smart ATMs. 
• Strong pillars of enterprise security and risk management using the highest international data security standards. 

 
In addition, this article describes the IoT framework and provides various real-world use cases in banking and financial 
services that apply the IoT framework to accomplish benefits for organizations.   

What is a “Connected Device Network” 
The Internet is expanding beyond the devices that are currently connected across the globe using sophisticated wired and 
wireless networks. Kevin Ashton, who coined the term “Internet of Things,” 2 described a system where the Internet is 
connected to the physical world via ubiquitous sensors. The paradigm change of information generated by machines rather 
than humans is driving a revolution in how machines can help us understand and change the world. 
 
Bracing for a pervasively digital world, IoT will drive business transformation and economic changes in society. Some of the 
current broad applications of IoT and its use cases are grouped in Figure 1 below. 
 

 
Figure 1 – Use cases of Internet of Things applicable across different industry segments. 

 
While the above use cases are currently being explored with products and start-ups actively contributing to the overall 
ecosystems, business groups belonging to Manufacturing, Automobile, Insurance, Healthcare, Transportation and 
Logistics, and Retail are taking advantage of this ecosystem to deliver personalized and contextualized interactions with 
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consumers, supporting their demand for increased convenience. However, banking and financial services organizations 
have yet to take full advantage of this trending ecosystem. 

Foundational Elements of “Connected Capabilities” Framework 
 
 The foundational elements that comprise the Connected Capabilities Framework are listed below: 
 

 
Figure 2: Foundational Elements that drive Connected Devices applications 

 
1) Data Infrastructure to manage the huge data collection 

A simple but elastic infrastructure, preferably leveraging the cloud, allows data to be ingested and 
managed effectively across the various data ingestion points. This is an entry point for all the data 
processing and hence the necessary governance activities around data privacy, protections and controls 
must be established appropriately. Aspects of data wrangling, including cleansing, editing, scraping, and 
pre-processing must also be addressed. 
 
Various Industry products and open source tools allow build-out of this capability, but they must be 
assessed and evaluated across cost, scalability and fit for the purpose requirements of the use cases. 

 
2) Data System Integration 

 
For the data collection, it is advisable to leverage event-driven architecture. Almost every IoT platform 
offers IoT event broker service, and event brokers may support open messaging protocols such as 
Advanced Messaging Queuing Protocol (AMQP), MQTT, HTTP or open-source messaging technologies 
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like Kafka. Many of these communication protocols leverage asynchronous communication for application 
processing and trigger mechanisms. Depending on the device type and topology, the datasets generated 
may be disparate. 
 
Once the data is collected and wrangled, the integration of event data with other data sources within the 
enterprise and other IoT sources, and conversion into a common information ontology, becomes critical to 
realizing its value.  
 
Machine-to-Machine Communication 
Developing an Interaction Layer between the different devices via APIs, while leveraging the Integrated 
Data Repository, is an important technology capability. As scalability, security and privacy challenges are 
addressed, implementation of this layer requires a specific focus with a combination of the right talent and 
the right vendor product ecosystem. 
 
Such an approach can be used to blend Internet connected sensors, intelligence and cloud services into 
new products integrating with legacy products and assets. Devices can interconnect via diverse networks 
either on public or private networks through specialized radio services (Z-Wave, ZigBee). Integration via 
MicroServices would enable the logical segmentation of functionality while providing the capability to 
integrate simple independent units and provide scalability. 
 
A recent IEEE paper for Secure Data Collection, Storage & Access in Cloud Assisted IOT addresses a 
method for secured data collection and enabling secured data mutuality between two devices, and the 
paper also provides results that make it pragmatic for implementation. Such techniques should be 
reviewed and assessed and, where appropriate, implemented for use cases in consideration. 
 

 
3) Automated & Rapid Deployment using Containers 

 
With the advent of cloud and edge computing, the processing of data is moving closer to the devices, 
which have heterogeneous hardware and software profiles. Deployment of applications becomes difficult 
and may result in interoperability issues. Docker and similar container technologies have proven 
themselves to facilitate rapid scalability and interoperability of solutions in conjunction with cloud and 
edge computing technologies. With the lightweight virtualization offered by container technologies, 
MicroServices for machine-to-machine communication for data processing and analytics can be securely 
and rapidly deployed without comprising on performance and scalability. 
 
The ”Always On” nature of IoT devices means that organizations must continuously update the software 
in the devices and associated connectivity without having downtime. DevOps automation facilitates the 
necessary updates including security patches, which must be applied on the devices or the interfaces used 
for communication. 
 
The recent research paper ”Towards Multi Container Deployment on IoT Gateways” explains an 
architecture along with a study on MicroServices-based container deployment for IoT, demonstrating a 
reduction in build time for images while removing the redundancy among base images used in the stack. 
 

 
4) Architectural Principles driving the build out and implementation 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8255790
https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.07753
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While the digital technologies and the foundational elements comprise how the Connected Devices can 
deliver value to the enterprise, there are architectural principles that should be considered for building the 
solution.  
• Common Information Model and Ontology across the data integration and interaction layer. 
• Security at multiple layers including device, data transmission, authentication and authorization at 

interaction points 
• Scalability and Interoperability - Data integration driven by standard protocols, MicroServices, REST, 

and TCP/IP on asynchronous I/O.  
• Enabling Event Processing and real-time analytics to drive actionable insights. 
• Middleware/Gateway for enabling REST-based API consumption. 

There are various reference architecture frameworks supplied by the object management group (OMG), 
one of which is available here that elaborates on the IoT solutions across user layer, public networks, 
clouds and enterprise networks. 

 
 
 

5) Data Security – In Transit and In Rest 
Enabling data security via encryption, authentication and entitlement management is critical to the 
success of the implementation. Focusing on compliance of international standards including ISO/IEC 
27001 and other data control set ups and monitoring is another critical aspect of implementation of the 
solutions. Also, often creating a segregated network for IoT devices will help build another line of defense 
against malicious attacks. Additionally, telemetry and advanced forensics, along with machine-learning 
based solutions significantly add to the security controls. 
 
In the case of connected devices, the challenge is often due to the volume of data moving around, and the 
associated speed required for machine-to-machine interaction. There is active research underway, 
specifically from the National Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST) that focuses on mapping out IoT 
security standards. It is beneficial to stay updated with the latest IoT security standards and 
implementation mechanics described in the report from NIST. 
 
Additionally, to realize the value of the opportunity provided by connected devices, data security can be 
achieved by the continued harmonization efforts of device manufacturers, with standardized software and 
protocols for IoT. However, security still continues to be larger research subject, with new standards 
emerging from the following: 
 

• Industrial Internet Consortium 
• Open Interconnect Consortium 
• International Standards Organization  
• IEEE, including the following: 

 
o IEEE P1363 – Standard for public key cryptography 
o IEEE P1619 – Encryption on storage devices 
o IEEE 802.1X – Media access control security  

 
The Connected Devices solutions should consider these standards and judiciously incorporate them in 
their roadmap as they evolve. 

 
 

https://www.omg.org/cloud/deliverables/CSCC-Cloud-Customer-Architecture-for-IoT.pdf
https://csrc.nist.gov/CSRC/media/Publications/nistir/8200/draft/documents/nistir8200-draft.pdf
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Use cases for Banking and Financial Services Organizations 
Leveraging the Connected Capability Framework, banks and financial services organizations could look at new ways to 
engage customers with their products and services more easily, with greater agility and efficiency. Adhering to “Simplify 
and Improve” themes, large banks are focusing heavily on cost structure optimization and identifying innovative areas to 
reduce cost. Connected Capabilities would help banks achieve the innovative focus to improve customer experience and 
drive down costs.  
 
The following examples include use cases possible for Banking and Financial Services organizations: 
 

1) Smart Branch 
In the last few years, there has been a significant focus to optimize the branch assets across banking and financial 
service organizations. At the same time, the emphasis on the branch as an asset for deeper customer engagement 
has considerably increased. In this context, the “Smart Branch” concept is proposed that will focus on digitizing the 
experience and engaging the customer through Omni-channel strategies. There is an opportunity to understand 
branch occupancy data and correlate it with the energy consumption by various parameters like business day 
usage versus after-hours usage. 
 
Also, by combining the customer interaction data with the branch occupancy details and leveraging machine 
learning techniques, the Smart Branch will be able to identify and implement the following: 
 

• How to better engage customers.  
• Highlight patterns of customers and transactions occurring in the branch. 
• Discover ways to improve the cost structure by optimally utilizing the occupancy.  
• Identify new opportunities for incremental revenue. 

 
2) Improved Operational Risk Management at the Data Center 

Operational risks such as data center oversight, system infrastructure/hardware failure and malicious acts 
involving physical damage are significant areas of concern. Integrating sensors and server reliability information 
with machine learning algorithms substantially improves overall site reliability. Integration with an alert generation 
system helps support an automated operational risk management effort. 

 
3) Smart ATMs 

Integrated with sensors and computer vision enabled models, ATMs can sense if a user is under a threat. The 
sensors and computer vision models would be able to detect if there is a gun or knife being held and the customer 
is potentially withdrawing money against their will, and the system can alert local law enforcement. 

 
4) Connected Cars 

Integrating the mobile app and Connected Cars like Tesla introduces ecosystem pay with banking capabilities. In 
the post COVID-19 contactless era, Connected Cars can help make automated payments at curbside restaurants 
and coffee shops using the payment method connected via Bluetooth. 
 

5) Biometrics-based Security 
Biometrics beyond fingerprint recognition are becoming more secured sources of authentication and 
authorization. In many countries, facial and iris recognitions have been adopted for additional authentication. In 
addition, vein pattern-based authentications (which are unique to individuals) have also started seeing adoptions. 
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In combination with Connected Cars and Smart ATMs, IoT enabled biometrics will allow advanced contactless 
authentication that produce a high level of accuracy and application versatility. 
 

Putting it all together 
As the digital transformation wave continues, we anticipate that technology will help us overcome inhibitions and make 
the world a more connected place.  IoT innovation will enable humans and machines to exchange data and thoughts -- 
giving way to a whole new business environment. For banking and financial services organizations, this will enable the rapid 
launching of new business models and provide revenue streams that were not possible before. 
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